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Abstract. This paper describes a semi-automatic transformation from

object-oriented conceptual models to logical theories. By associating a

logical theory with a conceptual model, we are able to combine the best

of both worlds. On one hand, the object-oriented software development

paradigm is recognized to be well-suited to build maintainable and com-

municable conceptual models. On the other hand, the logical program-

ming paradigm o�ers very powerful and semantically founded concepts

to represent knowledge and the use of logical inference systems makes it

possible to prototype solutions to computational tasks.

Since our method makes this mapping from conceptual models to logical

theories traceable, dealing with the evolution of the problem domain

and requirements becomes more manageable. Moreover a path is o�ered

towards building prototypes for object-oriented conceptual models.

1 Introduction

Recently, there is a lot of research interest for providing formal semantics for

Object-Oriented modeling languages, in particular for the Uni�ed Modeling Lan-

guage [16]. Most OO modeling languages lacked formal semantics, often introdu-

cing ambiguity and imprecision in the meaning of a model. De�ning a transform-

ation to another formalism is one approach to de�ne semantics. For example, a

translation from UML models to Z [6] has been investigated as part of the Precise

UML project. Executable speci�cations, allowing validation and rapid prototyp-

ing, is another important issue of investigation [11]. It is however important to

retain the qualities of good OO conceptual modeling, such as declarativity.

We believe that a mapping of conceptual models to logical theories, if done

properly, gives both a �rm semantics to the OO conceptual modeling language
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in question and creates an executable speci�cation. The logic programming

paradigm, in particular, o�ers very powerful and semantically founded concepts

to represent knowledge about a problem domain. The construction and manip-

ulation of the logical theories, however, can be a complex activity. OO analysis

methods are better suited to build maintainable and communicable conceptual

models of the problem domain.

A key quality of such a transformation is traceability. This o�ers an expli-

cit connection between the conceptual model and the executable speci�cation.

The lack of traceability between di�erent views of a system in development or

maintenance creates a lot of problems and inconsistencies, especially when the

requirements evolve. In a traceable process, changes to models and decisions are

propagated in a manageable way.

Our approach starts with building a conceptual model with EROOS, an OO

conceptual modeling method. This model then is transformed into an ID-Logic

logical theory that forms the basis for prototyping the implementation of the

software via the use of a logical inference system, the Asystem. In Sect. 2, we give

an overview of the EROOS method for OO conceptual modeling and introduce

an example model that will be used in the rest of the paper. In Sect. 3, ID-Logic

is presented as a language for representing logical theories. Section 4 describes

the transformation. Section 5 introduces some typical tasks and gives an outline

of how they can be solved using the Asystem general solver. Finally, we conclude

and set the directions for further research.

2 Object-Oriented Conceptual Modeling in EROOS

The EROOS method (An Entity Relationship based Object-Oriented Speci�c-

ation method [20, 18, 17]) is an OO analysis method for building conceptual

models (augmented with behavior). EROOS uses a notation with a formal and de-

clarative nature. The modeling constructs introduced by the method o�er strong

guidance to the modeler, imposing a number of methodological rules. These re-

strict the expressivity of the modeling language, ruling out inferior ways to model

reality. In this way, EROOS di�ers signi�cantly from most other notations and

methods such as UML [16] and RUP [12] or as in e.g. [14].

The example model used throughout the paper represents a simpli�ed part

of an educational resource management system [4]. The purpose of the system

is amongst others to administer which teaching assistant has to teach which

exercise sessions. The graphical representation of the model is given in Fig. 1.

An EROOS conceptual model introduces a number of classes corresponding

with the concepts that are identi�ed in the problem domain, e.g. course, ses-

sion, exercise teacher. A class can be re�ned at most once with a (unary or

binary) relation involving (one or two) participating classes.1 This introduces an

existential dependence for each object of the re�ned class upon a single object

1 This methodological rule is a driving force in �nding and organizing classes, leading

to better models.
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Fig. 1. An EROOS conceptual model for an exercise teacher assignment system

of each participating class. A relationship is thus rei�ed, unlike in most other

methods, where relations or associations are modeled between classes as such.

Relations are represented by means of a circle in the re�ned class, with lines

towards the participating classes. A single circle indicates a multiplicity restric-

ted to one duplicate: e.g. at most one teaching ability can exist having the same

participant tuple, i.e. the same exercise teacher and the same course. Unrestric-

ted multiplicity is indicated with two circles (e.g. teacher slot). A "1" at the

end of a participant line of a binary relation denotes a restricted connectivity:

e.g. given a teacher slot, this object can be related to at most one teaching ability

through teacher assignments.

Attributes can be de�ned for classes, introducing an existential dependence

for their objects upon a value of a given domain. In the example, each course

must have a name with the domain course name as type.

EROOS emphasizes the formal speci�cation of all constraints observable in

the problem domain [19]. This can be done implicitly through the semantics

of the constructs (e.g. existential dependence) or integrated in the de�nition of

model elements (e.g. multiplicity and connectivity of relations). If not possible

otherwise, explicit constraints can be speci�ed on top of one or more classes,

introducing a universally quanti�ed logical assertion. The population of a model

must at any instance of time obey all constraints.

Explicit constraints are represented by means of triangles connected to the

classes to which they apply. The constraint appropriate ability states that for

each teacher assignment, the course upon which the participating teaching ability

depends must be the same as the course that is reached via the teacher slot

and exercise o�er. The constraint no double assignments states that the same



exercise teacher cannot be assigned more than once to teach a certain session

(via di�erent teacher slots).

Building class hierarchies using generalization/specialization is an important

aspect in OO conceptual modeling. In EROOS every characteristic of a general-

ization class is inherited in a specialization class, introducing an is a relationship

and thus supporting polymorphic reasoning. Characteristics can be strengthened

in specialization classes. Specialization classes are always grouped in a (math-

ematical) partition of the generalization class, turning the latter into an abstract

class. EROOS supports multiple specialization through the de�nition of multiple

orthogonal partitions [2].

A partition is indicated using a half circle. Dashed lines are used to represent

that inherited characteristics are strengthened. In the model, two partitions are

introduced. They model that a teacher slot, and consequently a teacher assign-

ment2 can exist for the entire exercise o�er (and thus for all it's sessions) or for

a particular session. Note that these slots and assignments are additive.

Queries are de�ned for modeling derived information. They are denoted using

circles with question marks, connected to the class on which they are de�ned.

Queries can be applied to individual objects of this class. The query assigned

teachers speci�es which teachers teach a given session in terms of the other quer-

ies. (The queries with a name ending with "for" take a session as an argument.)

The evolution of the state in the problem domain is modeled by the oc-

currence of events upon objects. The speci�cation of these events is part of an

EROOS model. Events have a transactional, declarative nature. The schedule

events in the �gure, create assignments for all resp. a given vacant slot for a

course. This can be speci�ed elegantly using non-determinism [3]. In this paper,

we will not describe the formalism for specifying queries, events and constraints.

Semantics for EROOS conceptual models, including non-deterministic beha-

vior, have been de�ned in terms of populations and population evolutions, using

set-theory and logic [3].

3 Logical Theories

3.1 The Language and its Semantics

Inductive De�nition Logic (ID-Logic [7, 8]) is an integration of �rst order logic

and Logic Programming3, interpreting the logic program as a non-monotone in-

ductive de�nition. An ID-Logic theory is de�ned as a pair (D,F) where F is a set

of �rst order statements, expressing true assertions of the domain of discourse. D
is a logic program and represents a (non-monotone) inductive de�nition of a sub-

set of the predicates.4 These are the de�ned predicates. Only de�ned predicates

2 This second partition is not strictly needed in the simpli�ed model, but is kept for

illustrative purposes.
3 Consequently ID-Logic generalizes all subclasses of Logic Programming, e.g. datalog.
4 In the context of this paper, an ID-Logic theory contains only one de�nition (the

logic program). In general [7], it can contain an arbitrary number of independent

de�nitions.



appear in rule heads. The other predicates are called open. Their interpretation

is free.

The semantics of an ID-Logic theory are given by an interpretation M of

D satisfying the following conditions. Let MO be an arbitrary two-valued inter-

pretation for the open predicates in D, �xing their meaning. This interpretation

MO turns D in a standard logic program. The unique two-valued well-founded

model5 [21] of this resulting logic program is M. M is only a model of the whole

ID-Logic theory if it also is a model for F .
As a consequence, the formulas in F constrain the possible interpretations

of the open predicates.

8>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>:

de�ned(teacher assigment( , )).

de�ned(teacher( )).

open(o�er teacher assignment( , )).

open(session teacher assignment( , )).

teacher assigment(Slot,Teacher) o�er teacher assignment(Slot,Teacher).

teacher assigment(Slot,Teacher) session teacher assignment(Slot,Teacher).

teacher(bert).

teacher(pieter).

8 Slot,Teacher: teacher assignment(Slot,Teacher) ! teacher(Teacher).

9>>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>>;

Fig. 2. An ID-Logic theory

Figure 2 shows an example of an ID-Logic theory. For readibility, the di�erent

parts are separated. The distinction between de�ned and open predicates is made

explicit by the declarations in the upper part. In the middle, rules are given for

the de�ned predicates. One is given in terms of other predicates and the other as

a full enumeration. The bottom part contains the FOL formula that the second

argument of teacher assigment/2 must be a teacher. Remark that this theory

is not the result of the transformation that will be de�ned later on.

3.2 Computing Models using the Asystem

Given an ID-Logic theory, a basic computational task is to �nd an interpretation

� for the open predicates that is a solution. (This � can be speci�ed by the

set of atoms that are true in the interpretation, the atoms outside the set � are

false.) This task is known as abduction and is studied in abductive logic pro-

gramming [10]. However, an ID-Logic theory is also a generalization of standard

logic programming. There, the basic computational task is deduction: Given a

query  Q (with Q a conjunction of literals), the task is to �nd a substitution

� such that Q� is true in the unique model of the program.

The Asystem [13, 1] is able to combine both computational tasks, because it

is an implementation of the SLDNFA procedure [9]. That SLDNFA procedure

5 This is exactly the least Herbrand model in the case of a de�nite program.



is a sound and complete abductive extension of the SLDNF procedure that is

at the basis of any implementation of logic programming. Given an ID-Logic

theory (D,F) and a query  Q, SLDNFA computes a � and a substitution �

(if they exist, otherwise it fails) such that (1) the well-founded model of (D[�)
is two-valued and (2) Q� and F are true in the well-founded model of (D[�).

The Asystem has been used in a number of experiments [13], including com-

putationally hard problems like AI-planning.

3.3 Extensions of ID-Logic

In the above discussion, we have formulated a basic version of ID-Logic and omit-

ted a number of aspects which are of minor importance for the understanding

of this paper. Besides the formulated core, ID-Logic is extended with a number

of features that allow its users to express certain knowledge in a more concise

and more readable way. Two features we make use of are type declarations and

function declarations. These declarations enhance the readability of the language

and they are exploited by the solvers to optimize the reasoning process.

In ID-Logic, a type declaration introduces a unary predicate. Figure 3 shows

the unary predicate course/1. The actual de�nition of the predicate is as any

de�ned predicate and belongs to the D part of the theory. It can be de�ned by

an enumeration of facts, in terms of other predicates or declared open.

(
type course.

function number of attendees(course):int.

predicate follows course(student,course).

)

Fig. 3. Type and function declarations in ID-Logic

Figure 3 also declares a function. On one hand, a function introduces an al-

ternative notation for a predicate, here a predicate number of attendees/2, on

the other hand it also introduces a formula in F , namely the functional depend-

ence between the arguments of the function and its result. It also introduces a

formula restricting the domain and range of the function to the declared types.

Also predicate arguments can be restricted to a declared type as the example

shows.

Remark that both extensions can be compiled away to an equivalent type

and function free theory. It is this theory that the Asystem will take as input.

4 Transformation of EROOS Conceptual Models to

ID-Logic Theories

In this section we describe the transformation of EROOS conceptual models to

ID-Logic theories. A tool has been developed that performs a large part of this

transformation automatically.



EROOS conceptual models are built using a conceptually rich set of con-

structs. In the process of the transformation to ID-Logic, we must de�ne how

to represent them in terms of de�nitions and FOL formulae. The theory that

results is restricted to the structure of the problem domain, and does not contain

information about the actual objects that are present. Neither does it declare

predicates as de�ned or open. These aspects are only introduced in the context

of tasks (see Sect. 5).

The EROOS events are currently not taken into account in the transform-

ation, since the approach in logical programming for behavior is signi�cantly

di�erent. The relation between both approaches is under investigation.

The transformation is presented in an informal way and illustrated in the

context of the example introduced in Sect. 2. The transformation of all concepts

is however clearly described and covered by the example.

4.1 Transformation of Classes and Domains

For each class in the conceptual model, a type is de�ned in the theory. This

introduces a unary predicate that in a certain state of the system evaluates

to true for those atoms that actually represent an object of that class. In the

same way, types are de�ned for the domains of the attributes introduced in the

conceptual model. Figure 4 shows the types generated for the conceptual model

in Fig. 1.6 To reduce the length of the lines, we abbreviated the symbol names.

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

type courseName.

type course.

type session.

type teachAbil.

type teachSlot.

type o�TeachSlot.

. . .

9>>>>>>=
>>>>>>;

Fig. 4. The ID-Logic theory: types

The type system introduced in Sect. 3, is very simple, allowing us to explicitly

state the properties of the type system of EROOS (see Sect. 4.3).

4.2 Transformation of Relations and Attributes

Each re�nement of a class with a relation gives rise to one or two functions (for

unary resp. binary relations) expressing the existential dependences introduced

by the re�nement. A function is also introduced for each attribute. The domain

of these functions is the type for the class that is re�ned with the relation or

decorated with the attribute. The range is the type for the participating class

resp. the domain of the attribute. The functions are shown in Fig. 5.

6 We will only present some partial fragments. The full theory can be found in [5].



8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

function name(course):courseName.

function exerO�er course(exerO�er):course.

function session exerO�er(session):exerO�er.

function teachAbil exerTeacher(teachAbil):exerTeacher.

function teachAbil course(teachAbil):course.

function teachSlot exerO�er(teachSlot):exerO�er.

function sessTeachSlot session(sessTeachSlot):session.

. . .

9>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>;

Fig. 5. The ID-Logic theory: functions for existential dependences

For binary relations, an alternative would be to introduce a ternary predicate

instead of two functions. We would then need to impose functional dependences

explicitly. The current representation is closer to EROOS.

The multiplicity and connectivity constraints integrated in the de�nition of

the relation, are also added to the theory. This is shown in Fig. 6.

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

% Multiplicity constraint for binary re�ned teaching ability

8 X1,X2 :: teachAbil(X1) ^ teachAbil(X2) !
(teachAbil exerTeacher(X1) = teachAbil exerTeacher(X2) ^
teachAbil course(X1) = teachAbil course(X2))

! X1 = X2).

. . .

% Connectivity constraint for teacher assignment

8 X1,X2 :: teachAsgmt(X1) ^ teachAsgmt(X2) !
(teachAsgmt teachSlot(X1) = teachAsgmt teachSlot(X2) !
teachAsgmt teachAbil(X1) = teachAsgmt teachAbil(X2)).

. . .

9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

Fig. 6. The ID-Logic theory: integrated constraints for relations

4.3 Transformation of Generalization/Specialization

The primary characteristic of Generalization/Specialization, is that it introduces

an is a relationship between the objects of a specialization class and a general-

ization class. This is also indicated in the ID-Logic theory. In EROOS however,

generalization/specialization is a rich concept, that introduces a lot more. In

our approach, we fully transform each class in isolation, and then relate them in

the theory. An alternative is to de�ne all generalization classes in terms of their

specializations. The transformation presented below equally applies to multiple

generalization/specialization hierarchies, as elaborated in [4].



Partitioning Constraints. As explained in Sect. 2, specialization classes are

grouped in mathematical partitions of generalization classes. The implicit dis-

jointness and completeness constraints are made explicit in the theory. This is

shown, together with the is a relationship, in Fig. 7.

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

8 X :: o�TeachSlot(X) ! teachSlot(X).

8 X :: sessTeachSlot(X) ! teachSlot(X).

8 X :: teachSlot(X) ! (o�TeachSlot(X) _ sessTeachSlot(X)).

8 X :: :(o�TeachSlot(X) ^ sessTeachSlot(X)).

9>>>>>=
>>>>>;

Fig. 7. The ID-Logic theory: the "is a" relationship, completeness and disjointness for

the partition scope of teacher slot

Finally, an object in EROOS can only belong directly to a single most-

specialized class. In other words, the populations of each couple of concrete

classes is disjoint. Due to the limitations on the form of the class hierarchy, this

is equivalent to stating that each couple of most general classes is disjoint, as

done in Fig. 8.

(
8 X :: :(course(X) ^ exerO�er(X)).

8 X :: :(course(X) ^ session(X)).

. . .

)

Fig. 8. The ID-Logic theory: each couple of most general classes is disjoint

Strengthening. The notion of specialization incorporates the very powerful

possibility of strengthening characteristics of a generalization class at the level

of the specialization class. This is done in the example for the re�nement of

classes with a relation. In the previous paragraph, functions and formulae were

generated for all re�ned classes, independent of generalization/specialization and

strengthening. The functions generated for the strengthened de�nition of the re-

lation in the specialization class, must be related with those for the relation

in the generalization class. Since objects of the specialization class must be in-

terpretable as objects of the generalization class(es). This relation is de�ned in

Fig. 9. The �rst formula, states that the participating teaching ability for a ses-

sion teacher slot through the function at the specialized level must be the same

as through the function at the generalized level. This is an unstrengthened par-

ticipation, but the formula is needed. The second formula essentially does the

same for the other participant. However, the range of the function introduced

at the specialized level is restricted to a specialization of teacher slot (cfr.



8>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

8 X1,X2 ::

sessTeachAsgmt teachAbil(X1) = X2

! teachAsgmt teachAbil(X1) = X2.

8 X1,X2 ::

sessTeachAsgmt sessTeachSlot(X1) = X2

! teachAsgmt teachSlot(X1) = X2.

8 X1,X2,X3 ::

sessTeachSlot session(X1) = X2 ^
session exerO�er(X2) = X3

! teachSlot exerO�er(X1) = X3.

. . .

9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

Fig. 9. The ID-Logic theory: strengthening of relations

Fig. 5). The third formula is more complicated. Here an additional link is inser-

ted in the chain of existential dependence. The formula states that the function

composition at the specialized level is equal to the function at the generalized

level. Notice that in these formulae, no explicit domain is set for the variables

of the universal quanti�cation. The equations will be false for those X's out of

range, thus not intervening with the truth of the formula.

4.4 Transforming Explicit Constraints

Since the formalism of EROOS is based on set theory and �rst order logic, we

expect this transformation to pose no conceptual problems. It is however not yet

worked out and implemented.

A possible formulation of a formula for the constraint appropriate ability on

teacher assignment is straight-forward from its speci�cation in EROOS and

is given in Fig. 10.

(
8 X :: teachAsgmt(X) !

exerO�er course(techSlot exerO�er(teachAsgmt teachSlot(X))) =

teachAbil course(teachAsgmt teachAbil(X)).

)

Fig. 10. The ID-Logic theory: The constraint appropriate ability on teacher assign-

ment

4.5 Transforming EROOS Queries

The de�nition of a deterministic query in an EROOS model introduces informa-

tion that can be derived from the current population by applying the query (with

arguments) to an object. EROOS queries do not have preconditions and are thus



always de�ned. In the ID-Logic theory, a deterministic, single-valued EROOS

query can be represented by means of a function, with as domain the Cartesian

product of the type introduced for the class of objects the query can be applied

to and the types for the arguments, and with as range the type of the result. A

query returning a set gives rise to a predicate. Figure 11 outlines the predicate

generated for the query assigned teachers on session. As for constraints, queries

8><
>:

predicate assigned teachers(session,exerTeacher).

de�ned assigned teachers( , ).

assigned teachers(Session,ExerTeacher)  . . . .

9>=
>;

Fig. 11. The ID-Logic theory: The query assigned teachers on session

are not yet dealt with automatically.

A conceptual model with recursive queries can introduce problems, since the

semantic equivalence between the EROOS query and a de�nition in the theory

is still to be investigated in that context. Non-deterministic queries also need to

be further investigated.

For the full speci�cation of the queries in the example, we refer to a forth-

coming technical report [5].

5 Solving Tasks

The above transformation is the �rst step towards a prototyping system. This

section shows the use of the Asystem to compute solutions for a given task. We

present it by means of two important classes of tasks: namely database querying

and scheduling. Traditionally, solutions for these applications use very di�erent

techniques.

5.1 General Notes on Tasks

Before presenting our task representations, we have to re�ne the view depicted

above on the input of the Asystem. In OO modeling the distinction between

an actual instance of the conceptual model (the population) and the conceptual

model itself is commonly made. In a logical context this distinction is not always

made. However in the context of deductive databases, it corresponds to the

distinction between the extentional database (EDB) and the intentional database

(IDB). In ID-Logic this EDB has to be provided for each task. In what follows,

we represent it by P as it corresponds to the population of the conceptual model.

The description of a task consists on one hand of the theory (D,F), the
population P and the set O containing the open predicates. On the other hand

it consists of the query Q that triggers the computation. We de�ne the triple



(D[P ,F ,O) as the representation for the theory which is given to the Asystem
to resolve the task.

To illustrate the reasoning process, we use the following population P . The
unmentioned classes are assumed to be empty. Also we have ignored the parti-

tioning in the conceptual model to simplify the example population.8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

course(ai). course(oo).

exerO�er(aio�er). exerO�er(ooo�er).

exerO�er course(aio�er)=ai. exerO�er course(ooo�er)=oo.

teachSlot(slot1). teachSlot(slot2).

teachSlot exerO�er(slot1)=aio�er. teachSlot exerO�er(slot2)=ooo�er.

exerTeacher(bert). exerTeacher(pieter).

teachAbil(a1). teachAbil(a2).

teachAbil course(a1)=ai. teachAbil course(a2)=oo.

teachAbil exerTeacher(a1)=bert. teachAbil exerTeacher(a2)=pieter.

teachAssign(ass1).

teachAssign teachSlot(ass1)=slot1.

teachAssign teachAbil(ass1)=a1.

9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

Furthermore when referring to D and F from now on, the result from the above

transformation applied on the example conceptual model is meant.

5.2 Database Querying

A good characterization of this class of tasks is that of posing queries over a

fully known database. In our formulation the population P is the database.

E.g. for the query:who teaches the exercises of course ai in our example, the

answer is given by resolving the query assigned teachers(ai,Teacher) in the

context of the theory (D[P ,F ,;). Here, the Asystem will return the answer

substitution �=fTeacher/bertg and an empty � as answer.

Note that no open predicates exists (the set O is empty) because the database

is complete and no hypotheses should be made about any of the predicates. This

reduces the inference process of the Asystem to deductive reasoning.

5.3 Scheduling

This class di�ers from database querying in di�erent points. Mainly because the

expected answer is not a simple substitution for the query, but a set of objects

and their dependences.

Let us explain this by example: suppose that we are looking for an assignment

of teachers to exercises in the context of the population P . P contains already

a partial assigment: namely bert for slot1, however slot2 is still vacant. Then

an answer to the scheduling task is an extension of the set of teacherAssignments

(and its dependences) that will �ll up this gap.

In order to allow the system to generate this set, the expected answer pre-

dicates are declared open. For our example, the set O contains fteachAsgmt( ),
teachAsgmt teachAbil( , ), teachAsgmt teachSlot( , )g7.
7 The partial information about these predicates in the population is now part of F .



Secondly for this task, we have to add the requirement that each slot must

have a teacher assigned. This constraint is part of the scheduling event and does

not appear in the conceptual model (and consequently in the derived theory),

since it is not to be ful�lled during the entire system life-cycle. But we have to

take it into account, because it enforces the search for a schedule. Formally the

requirement is 8 X :: teachSlot(X)! 9Y : teachAsgmt teachSlot(X) = Y .

Bringing everything together we obtain the input theory (D[P ,F[f8 X ::

teachSlot(X) ! 9Y : teachAsgmt teachSlot(X) = Y g,O). The query for a

scheduling task is typically true because the interest is in the set teacherAssign-

ments.

Note that solving this problem cannot be done by deductive reasoning, but

needs abductive reasoning. The computed answer is here an empty answer sub-

stitution and the set � =fteachAsgmt(ID1), teachAsgmt teachSlot(ID1)=slot2,
teachAsgmt teachAbil(ID1)=a2g in which ID1 is a new object identi�er belong-

ing to the set teacherAssignments.

5.4 Some Remarks

The presented approach contains all the ingredients needed to build a prototype

system out of it. It is a very exible approach to describe a task and is capable

to deal in a simple, uniform way with di�erent kinds of problems (namely by

declaring open and de�ned predicates). Hence making it well suited to be the

kernel of a prototype system.

As far as eÆciency is concerned, the current prototype executes the whole

transformed program, a rather time consuming task. Obviously, when knowing

which predicates are de�ned and open and the population, many constraints

could be simpli�ed. We expect this to be possible with o� the shelve logic pro-

gram specializers such as ECCE [15] but that has not yet been explored.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we have presented a transformation from object-oriented concep-

tual models in EROOS to logical theories in ID-Logic. This is a �rst step towards

a method that provides a modeling tool for logical theories. At the same time the

transformation is a �rst step towards a complete formal semantics for EROOS

conceptual models in a well established formalism. By following a transformat-

ive approach, we try to build a method that supports the evolutive aspects of

the software development process. Moreover this approach makes it possible to

build a prototype of the system, and even to perform computational tasks in the

context of the generated theory. This has been worked out for two important

classes of tasks: database querying and scheduling.

The work presented here is only a beginning. First of all, the transforma-

tion is only partial. Certain concepts of the EROOS method, e.g. the archive

and object life-cycles, are left out. Explicit constraints and queries are not yet



translated automatically and events are not yet taken into account at all. Non-

deterministic constructs in EROOS allow complex planning functionalities to

be speci�ed in an elegant way [3]. Important work is to be done to integrate

the EROOS approach to modeling behavior using queries and events with the

(Abductive) Logic Programming approach using tasks. We expect that this will

result in a deeper understanding of both paradigms.

Using theorem provers, we can verify if the given conceptual model entails

a certain property, starting from the generated logical theory. An interesting

application of this approach consists in proving for each class, that a non-empty

population can exist. If not possible, this may for instance indicate malformed

(multiple) generalization/specialization hierarchies.

The transformation generates a theory that is entirely tailored to the con-

ceptual model at hand. An alternative approach would be to see a conceptual

model as an instance of a meta-model. If for this meta-model a corresponding

meta-theory is made in logic, it is possible to transform a conceptual model to

an instantiation of this meta-theory. All semantics of the EROOS constructs are

then expressed once at the level of this meta-theory. Moreover in logical know-

ledge representation, meta-theories are built for speci�c types of knowledge and

reasoning patterns. Bringing this back to OO conceptual modeling can introduce

interesting modeling constructs and patterns.
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